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THE WORLD IS CHANGING
The last few years have been turbulent, to say the least, what with a pandemic,
Brexit, political turmoil, and recession. 

Everything we took for granted changed – those previously healthy were no
longer, we lost people before their time, and any security and certainty
disappeared overnight. As a reflection, we’ve seen a dramatic shift in human
behaviour that marketers have been struggling to keep up with. 

As the world begins to emerge from the pandemic and economies start to
recover, businesses need to take a fresh look at their marketing strategies and
make the necessary adjustments to stay competitive.

Over half of marketers (59%) now find it harder to predict changing consumer
priorities, and nine in ten (91%) say their brand and business model will need
to evolve to keep pace (CIM)

Adjusting to the changes and being ready for the next wave of disruption is the
marketer’s biggest challenge, so we’ll walk you through ways to adapt to the
current changes and look ahead to future ones.
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https://www.cim.co.uk/newsroom/59-of-marketers-confused-by-changing-consumer-priorities/


You’re in a boat paddling up a stream against a current. If you stop paddling, what
happens? You don’t stay still; you start moving backwards. 

Change and innovation in marketing can be scary places to venture. Without previous
case studies on the return on investment (ROI) for activities, it’s hard to convince the
CEO (or your clients if you’re agency side) of the benefits of trying something new.

But how about we shift perspective? 

One of our favourite speakers Igor Beuker, wants you to think about ROI another way:

THE RISK OF INACTION

“The problem is that we all look at the ROI of innovation and then conclude that we
don’t know. I flip it around and say: Also, look at the Risk of Inaction of innovation.
Where will your company be in 1, 3 or 5 years if you fail to innovate now? Will your
company even exist?”

Now is not the time for brands to stick with the “this is how we’ve always done it” -
everything is moving so fast, and if you don’t keep up the pace, you’ll fall behind swiftly.
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TAKING CONTROL

The audience – an obvious one, as changes in the
world will often be reflected in your audience.

Your team – are you ready for change and can
you pivot quickly?

Data – key to predicting change and telling you
which direction to move once it happens.

When preparing for and dealing with change, there
are three core areas you need to consider - the
audience, your (or your client’s) team, and data. 

In the next few sections, let’s look at each of these
areas in more detail.
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AUDIENCE
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PART 1



Audiences are constantly evolving, and the pandemic just

accelerated some of those changes, but sometimes the subtle shifts

in behaviour creep up on you slowly and unexpectedly. 

There’s a well-known story that if you put a frog in a pot of boiling

water, it will jump out immediately. But if you put it in a pot filled

with cold water and gradually heat it, the frog will stay in the water

until it is cooked to death. Although, we’d probably say that when it

comes to marketing over the pandemic, even being thrown in a pot

of boiling water didn’t push some brands to change tactics, and they

suffered because of this.

There have also been many brands over the years that have not seen

or reacted to the more subtle behavioural changes, and watching

them being boiled alive is never a pleasant experience. We’re sure

you’ve seen (or worked at) brands that you’ve noticed changes

coming and can’t understand why the business isn’t moving to keep

up with the shift.

CHANGE IS NORMAL
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CURRENT
AUDIENCE SHIFTS
Some changes are short-lived, and others are more long-term. The key
to surviving them is understanding what’s coming, how it’ll affect your
audience and business, and what your response will be. 

You may be tempted to ride out short-term changes, but as we saw
from the pandemic, those that didn’t adapt struggled a lot, and now
that it’s over, sadly, many businesses were lost.

So, what’s happening now that you should be aware of? There are
some key audience changes on the next page to think about.
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AUDIENCE
PART 1

TOP 10 MOST RECENT SIGNIFICANT SWINGS
IN CONSUMER BUYING HABITS



Lou Paskalis, President and Chief Operating

Officer of MMA Global, says it well:

You have to work out which ones are temporary and

what is here to stay. You must then plan to pivot

your business to meet the needs of your audience. 

For example, the move to buy-now-pay-later might

be a temporary shift due to the cost of living crisis, if

customers feel more comfortable financially in the

future, they may prefer not to take out credit. 

On the other hand, environmental issues have been

slowly growing for many years, so they’ll most likely

be a priority long into the future.

“Change is always afoot, but the pandemic
caused incredibly rapid change across many
consumer habits and expectations.

Business leaders must understand which of the
new needs and expectations held by their
customers will diminish and which will persist
well into the post-pandemic world because we
must meet customers where they are heading,
not where we want them to be. “
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AUDIENCE
PART 1

WHERE TO FOCUS
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TEAM
PART 2



Huge, sudden global events, such as the pandemic, can be hard to predict. But if you build innovation into the core of

your teams and processes, then making reactive and rapid changes should be easier.

Marketing teams that cope well with change have solid processes and a flexible mindset.

Processes - Do you have processes for what action to take if you see

change happening? For example, whom do you inform, and how do

you get everyone on board swiftly? How do you communicate it?

Training – do you or your team know how to upskill and pivot

quickly? 

Team mindset – does your team embrace change? If not, how can

you teach them to be comfortable with it?

BEING COMFORTABLE
WITH CHANGE

If you work in a business that struggles with

change, we suggest you read the book:

 

Who Moved My Cheese? by Dr Spencer

Johnson

 

It’s a great explainer of how some people

deal well with change and others don’t.
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TEAM
PART 2



With so much turbulence in the world, coping with change has become a

core skill that marketing teams need to learn and embrace.

“Without a doubt, the value of agility, whether it’s creative problem
solving, adaptive thinking, platform reinvention or greater reliance on
real-time customer insights, has risen to the top of skills marketers
seek to cultivate or hire. 

Gone are the days of assembly line marketing that cranks out so many
campaigns in a given year.”

Marina MacDonald, CMO, Red Roof Inn

 

 

 
We’re not suggesting you build a new team. Coping with change and

agility is a skill that can be learned, so make sure you’re helping yourself

and your team learn these attributes through training and development

initiatives. 
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TEAM
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TEAM MINDSET



We’ve had to present marketing basics to the entire C-Suite just to give

them a foundation for why we’re doing things and why want to change -

just to give them a base understanding of marketing and its many

nuances. This helps them make better, more-informed decisions.

Sometimes we need to take people on the journey with us.

Think of it a bit like when you’re a passenger on a car journey, you fall

asleep for a bit, and when you wake up, you have no idea where you are

or how you got there. 

Marketing changes so fast that it can be hard to keep up. So,

stakeholders from other departments can often struggle to understand

where we are and why we’re doing what we’re doing.
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TEAM
PART 2

It’s not just the marketing team that needs to be ready for change; it’s the whole company. 

Without the CEO’s and senior leadership’s trust, it can be hard for marketing departments to pivot quickly. Needing more

time to present their case for change or getting stuck behind multi-level sign-offs.

BUILDING TRUST IN THE BUSINESS



GETTING THE C-SUITE ON SIDE
Boathouse Inc research tells that a worryingly small 32% of
CEOs trust their CMOs.

So senior marketers need to take some time to build these

relationships and bring their c-suite on-side.

But why is this needed? Shouldn’t marketers just be
trusted to do their job? 

Lots of CEOs are from operations or finance backgrounds. In

fact, it’s estimated that about half come from these

backgrounds (research by Arron Walls and Forbes). Marketing

backgrounds are quite far down the list, at around 5-15%,

depending on the sector and size of the company.
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TEAM
PART 2

Finance and operations are very structured roles, with a large

focus on reducing the business’s costs and maximising cost

efficiency. They are very analytic and report-driven, and there

are seldom huge changes in the process.

Contrast this to marketing - every year it changes so drastically.

A vast amount of human psychology is involved, making the

process complex and less defined than in other departments.

Even CEOs from marketing backgrounds will struggle. Since

they were in marketing, it has probably changed drastically. So,

they’re still not in the loop of what is the best measure. 

Marketing changes so rapidly that even we marketers working

on the ground struggle to keep up! So no wonder everyone else

feels confused by what the marketing department is doing.

Keeping everyone updated with what’s happening in marketing

and your plans will make it much easier to enact changes

quickly.



START FROM THE GROUND UP

Start with having a solid, written-down marketing strategy that you should communicate

to the wider business.

Regular reviews of the business, market, and audience.

Putting in processes that set out roles, responsibilities, and how things should be done,

including what happens if something changes.

Measurements for success and useful KPIs

Creating best-practice foundations for marketing will help you, your team, and the wider

business understand what direction you’re heading and why. 
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In research by CoSchedule, 36% of marketers don’t document their
marketing strategy at all, and 47% only document a portion of it. 

This lack of clarity can make CEOs twitchy. Having a written down

strategic navigation helps let everyone know what direction you are

heading in, so when you take a course of action that matches your

strategy, there shouldn’t be any surprises for anyone around you.

Writing down your strategy is also good for you too. Marketers are 414%

more likely to report success when documenting their marketing strategy

(CoSchedule).
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STRATEGY
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PART 2



Without defining what success looks like, it’s impossible to measure if you’ve reached your goals. 

Try and be clever with your measurement, too. For example, a Digital PR campaign Anna, our co-

founder, led didn’t just aim for a number of backlinks – it needed measurements that the CEO

and CFO could understand and get behind. 

Anna says: 

"At the time, there was a new page on the site that had no SEO value, but it needed to be
found. So, the landing page for the PR campaign was designed to have an internal link to the
critical page. If the campaign was a success and gained lots of backlinks it would boost not
only the PR landing page, but also the new page we'd linked to.

As the press coverage flowed in and top sites linked to our landing page, some of that
authority flowed to the page that wasn’t ranking. The new page then started to rank for a
huge volume of keywords and could finally be found on Google. Suddenly, we have a whole
host of new measurements we could share with the business – the number of keywords the
new page ranked for and the sales uplift of that page."
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MEASUREMENT
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PART 2
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Spotting change is easier when we involve many people with differing

world views. What someone might not see happening, another might have

spotted a mile away. 

This diverse input comes down you’re your company staff but also how you

gather information internally and externally.

DIVERSITY OF THOUGHT

“Companies with more diverse teams and inclusive are better able to
lead change than those with a more homogeneous workforce. A strong
organisational culture and robust structural foundation are critical for
achieving agility that comes from internal strength.”

2022 Research and Markets Report 

 

You may not have control over what staff your business hires (or clients’

staff if you’re an agency), but you can make the most of anyone you have

available – not just from your department but from others too.

Want To Try Something Different? Check

out LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® 

 

 It is an innovative approach to

interaction designed to be used in

guided workshops to prompt dialogue

and encourage reflection, as well as

develop problem-solving skills and the

use of imagination.

 

It enables staff a different way to

communicate and will help capture

feedback from those that don’t always

speak up in meetings.

 
 
 
 
 

TEAM
PART 2



There are great ways to get people involved and get lots of ideas into your marketing plans.

While working at GAME, our co-founder Anna Bravington had two initiatives to help collect diverse thoughts: 
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Ideas Lab - where anyone from the business (both head office

and stores) could submit an idea on any area of the business

such as operations, commercial, customer service, retail,

marketing, infrastructure etc. The ideas were presented to

department heads once a quarter, and they picked viable

ones. Those ideas were then implemented, and a reward sent

to to the staff that sent them in.

 As you can imagine, there was a wonderful array of thoughts

from a variety of diverse brains. They came up with new

initiatives that the head office teams might never have

considered.

Opening lines on communication – by creating a dedicated

discussion channel on Teams for anyone in head office to

put any changes or future developments they spotted. This

could be events, gaming news, certain products selling well,

influencers talking about subjects, and much more. 

 This open space allowed people to share what they’d

learned instead of keeping it to themselves, and because

there were so many eyes looking out for change, it meant it

was easier to spot. 

TEAM
PART 2

GET MORE PEOPLE INVOLVED



If you don’t have large internal staff numbers that needn’t stop you from gathering diverse thoughts, we

highly recommend that you join a community where you all share ideas and help each other see what’s

coming. 

Some of our favourite communities are BIMA, Mums In Marketing, You Are The Media, Mark Schaefer’s

RISE, and Espresso+. 
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It’s essential not just to gather data once and leave it to gather dust.

Collecting data is an ongoing mission, as is analysing it. 

RESEARCH AND DATA

When was the last time you looked at your research data?

We’ve worked with plenty of organisations who have proudly handed over

their audience and competitor research at the start of a project only to find

out it was completed 2 or 3 years ago. While this was great at the time, it is

no longer accurate in many cases and needs to be carried out again.

Depending on how quickly your industry moves, it’s essential to regularly

go back to basics, leave all your assumptions aside and research your

market and competitors with fresh eyes.

“The end has come for making

marketing decisions based on

gut instincts; everything

marketers do in the digital

world can now be tracked, from

the first click all the way to the

deal close. CMOs who do not

embrace and accept this

concept will likely not be CMOs

for very long.”
 

Kurt Andersen, EVP Marketing

and Sales Enablement, Savo

 

DATA
PART 3



But why do you need data, you may ask?
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Data is invaluable for informing the tactics you will use

to execute your marketing strategy. The strategic goals

are often high-level, for example, “increase product sales

by 50%” or “double the number of website registrations”.

The tactics cover how you will go about this, and this is

where data comes in.

Data helps you decide which tactics to use in the first

instance and lets you track their effectiveness over time.

Continual analysis of data means you can quickly switch

off a tactic that isn’t working and try something else.

A good example of this was when one of our Co-

Founders, Ann-Marie Reacord, was working on

marketing campaigns with the Department for

Education. 

She carried out a monthly analysis of the website

analytics to inform the tactics that would be used to

implement the marketing strategy. While the strategic

goals remained constant, the tactics were flexible and

changed regularly depending on several factors,

including search terms used on the website, how the DfE

was being portrayed in the media and any changes in

government policy.

DATA
PART 3



The most valuable data is data that has context from outside your

organisation attached to it. You may have a sudden spike in visits to your

website that you’re struggling to attribute to a marketing channel. Does

this coincide with an item in the news that mentions your organisation

or industry? Is there a sudden interest in keywords that you may be

using due to an unrelated event?

This is a great example of how looking at data in context is also key. Just

looking at the website analytics gives you no clue why a sudden spike or

drop may have occurred and makes it difficult to compare data month-

on-month or even year-on-year. Understanding the context behind this

change, in the DfE example, this could be media attention on schools,

will help you pick out the anomalies in the data and benchmark

accordingly. 
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DATA NEEDS CONTEXT
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PART 3



When gathering information, we’ve seen a lot of important views

excluded due to the nature of the data collection.

Missing out on valuable perceptions of different personality types, more

introverted peopled, neurodiverse team members, workplace minorities,

different backgrounds, and demographics etc.

All these different points of view give a well-rounded strategy and help

you avoid the “this is what we’ve always done” trap. Use a range of

techniques to ensure you’re finding out all the facts from staff and

customers, such as:
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DATA GATHERING
Any data your company already holds
Different meeting formats 
Thinking time before and after meetings
1:1 and group interviews
Internal feedback forms, polls, and online
forums

Feedback forms and polls
Online forums
1:1 and group customer interviews
Customer panels
Market research
Surveys - Yougov / Find Out Now

INTERNAL

AUDIENCE

We often find having an outside perspective helps, too, such as bringing

in agencies and consultants - removing existing workplace biases and

preconceptions, plus having a fresh set of eyes on the strategy.

DATA
PART 3
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SWOT

PESTLE

PORTER'S FIVE FORCES

When was the last time you did a SWOT, PESTLE,
or Porter’s Five Forces analysis? 

They are incredibly useful tools for gauging what’s

happening around you, but very few marketers use them

regularly.

GOING BACK TO BASICS

DATA
PART 3



A good old SWOT analysis is always our first port of call

for analysing how any organisation is doing. It’s a great

framework to measure how well a company is doing

and to feed into a strategic plan.

Strengths and weaknesses cover the internal

organisation – what they are doing well, or not so well.

For example, financial and human resources, tangible

and intangible assets, and operational efficiencies are all

internal factors.

Opportunities and threats cover the external forces.

Monetary policies, market changes, and access to

suppliers are all factors to consider when creating a list

of opportunities and threats.
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Political

Economic

Social

Technological

Environmental 

Legal

PESTLE is a useful tool to feed into the

opportunities and threats section of your

SWOT analysis. 

Pestle covers the external forces that may

impact your organisation:

It’s important to keep a PESTLE analysis

updated as situations change, i.e. new

legislation is brought out that may impact the

way you do business.
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Porter's Five Forces is another useful research aid to

feed into a SWOT analysis, but one that isn’t used very

often.

The model is a business strategy tool that identifies and

analyses the five competitive forces that shape every

industry and helps determine an industry’s weaknesses

and strengths.
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Understanding the effectiveness of your marketing

campaigns is key to success in any industry. Whether you’re

a small business or a large enterprise, tracking marketing

performance is crucial to ensure that your efforts are paying

off. Knowing which campaigns are working and which ones

need adjustment will save you both time and money.

Without accurate measurement of marketing performance,

it’s impossible to know if you’re making progress. To get the

most from your marketing efforts, you must be able to

accurately measure your progress and make changes as

needed. This is why measuring marketing performance is so

essential for businesses of all sizes.
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ONLINE MEASURING TOOLS
When measuring marketing performance, it’s important to

look at both short-term results and long-term trends.

Tracking short-term success can tell you what strategies

are working and which ones need improvement. However,

long-term trends can also provide insights into customer

behaviour and help you anticipate future trends.

Measuring marketing performance isn’t always easy,

especially when dealing with a lot of data. Fortunately,

there are many online tools available that can help you

make sense of your data and make more informed

decisions. Online tools make measuring and reporting

much easier and more efficient.

DATA
PART 3
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Top sources of traffic
How long users spend on site
Track goal completions, such as purchases, form
completions
Discover patterns and trends in user engagement
Obtain a wide range of demographic information

Google Analytics
Google Analytics is by far the most popular marketing
reporting and analytics tool. It provides analytics and
insights into your customer’s behaviour by analysing what
pages they visit on your website and where they’ve come
from. GA can show you:

SEMrush
SEMrush is an SEO tool for keyword research. You can use
it to find the best keywords to bring traffic to your website,
track the keywords your competitors are using and run
SEO audits to inform your strategy and tactics to improve
your site’s performance.

Manage multiple social media accounts under one login
Schedule posts
Engage with your audience in real-time
Spend more time creating better content
Ensure you never miss an important message

HubSpot
HubSpot is a great CRM platform for beginners. With the
tool you can track customer communications with leads,
prospects and customers. Forms can be created and
integrated with your website, with marketing automation
enabled you can then nuture contacts along the sales
funnel. Data within HubSpot can be used to segment and
target specific audience groups with relevant messaging
and helps to maintain a consistent brand messaging across
all marketing channels.

Hootsuite
Hootsuite is probably the biggest and most well-known
social media management tool. With Hootsuite you can:

DATA
PART 3
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 TEST & LEARN
Embrace the power of small steps! Tackle manageable projects that allow you
to see progress and demonstrate value quickly. Showcase your successes to key
decision-makers and build momentum for bigger changes down the road.

“When I was looking to pivot the high-street retailer GAME from a heavily paid
strategy to something more organic and community-based, I used a test-and-
learn approach. We started with Digital PR, created a project that was quick to
ramp up but would also be high-impact, and looked at how we could measure it
(not just backlinks) so that all the stakeholders were able to see the results and
the value to the business.

From the success of that project, we were then able to take our learnings and
build them into a longer-term Digital PR and content strategy with complete
buy-in from the business.”

Anna Bravington, Co-Founder & Strategist, Those That Dare
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LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND
Data is key. 

Without research and data it is virtually impossible to track and measure the effectiveness of your marketing campaigns and
inform future tactics. Research needs to be ongoing so you can stay ahead of the game and your competitors.

Go back to basics and try out some of the old-school techniques we have mentioned. A simple SWOT analysis can be
transformed into a powerful TOWS analysis, by including actionable tactics. Here’s a great visual example of how you can do
that:
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Don’t accept that if something is true now, it will always
be so.

Natalie Straight. Director of Marketing at EATEL told
Forbes, 

“Make the best decisions you can with the information
you have at the time. If you get new information, you
can make new decisions. Don’t blame each other.
Accept that you all did your best with the knowledge
you had at the time: period.”

MOVE FORWARD
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BE FLEXIBLE
One of the most important things to keep in mind as you reset your
marketing strategy post-pandemic is the need to be flexible. 

The situation is still uncertain and is likely to change, so it’s important to
have a plan but also be prepared to make adjustments as needed.
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If you’re ready to take your post-pandemic strategy to the next level, or need assistance
on other strategic endeavors, we’re here for you! 

Let’s chat and discover how we can work together to help you achieve your goals. We’re
here to help you navigate these uncertain times and plot a course toward success.

Email anna@thosethatdare.com or ann-marie@thosethatdare.com

KEEPING
UP WITH
CHANGE

PART 4
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ABOUT THOSE THAT DARE
Meet Anna and Ann-Marie, the dynamic duo behind our agency.
Together, they possess a wealth of experience spanning nearly half a
century in the digital, marketing, strategy, and content realms.

They have a diverse background, having worked across a variety of
sectors, which makes them the ideal choice for injecting fresh, new
ideas into your business. Their extensive knowledge base is invaluable
in crafting compelling strategies that will set you apart from the
competition.

Our agency’s expertise extends to all aspects of marketing, content,
and digital strategy. We’re more than just strategy creation, as we offer
a full suite of services, including ongoing strategic advice, business
analysis, market and audience research, stakeholder interviews, data
analysis, planning, briefing, and ongoing strategy management. 

Let us help you achieve your business goals and excel in the digital age.
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Anna Bravington
Co-Founder & Strategist

Ann-Marie Reacord
Co-Founder & Strategist
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